VITA Easyshade® Advance 4.0
Determine and verify tooth shades with digital precision.

To Reorder Call 800.645.2310 or Visit darby.com
Total Shade Control in the Palm of Your Hand.

Cordless, Sleek and Incredibly Fast.

The time has come to leave shade tabs behind and move ahead with the VITA Easyshade Advance 4.0. Whether it’s VITA SYSTEM 3D-MASTER® or VITA classical A1–D4, this digital measuring device determines and verifies all tooth shades in a matter of seconds and with absolute precision. Automatic activation, Bluetooth, bleaching mode and a whole range of other innovations guarantee maximum precision for even greater reliability and comfort. Plus, you can verify the correct shade match prior to bonding, saving time and money on potential remakes.
Powerful Features.

The amazing design of Easyshade Advance 4.0 hints at the powerful technology working underneath its sleek shell. Spectrophotometer technology, the latest OLED display and white-LED color-corrected lighting just for starters.

Versatility and Flexibility.

Measure a single central, check crown accuracy before seating, get a more detailed shade analysis with a detailed map – it’s all here with Easyshade Advance 4.0. And with built-in memory that stores the last 30 measurements, you never have to worry about forgetting the result.

Select the appropriate measurement setting easily using the navigation buttons and easy-to-follow icons:

- Tooth single mode
- Average mode: measure up to 30 shades on a single tooth and determine an overall average shade
- Tooth areas mode: maps the cervical, middle and incisal shades
- Verify restoration mode: check a restoration for shade accuracy
Quality Control at the Push of a Button.

Welcome to the Evolution.

Today, millions of satisfied patients around the world enjoy beautiful smiles from their dentists, aided by the superior esthetics of VITA shades and materials. Explore the entire system of VITA materials, including CAD/CAM blocks, all-ceramic and metal porcelains, denture teeth and composites.

Displays ADA Protocol Bleaching Shades*

Shade results are displayed in VITA classical A1-D4 and VITA 3D-MASTER shades. Bleaching effects can also be displayed in accordance with the internationally recommended scale from the American Dental Association.


Automatic Measurement

Automatically knows when the probe tip is properly placed for best measurement. Plus, a new “average” mode allows users to measure up to 30 shades on a single tooth and arrive at an overall average shade, making the determination of a base shade on tricky anteriors even simpler.

Bluetooth® Connectivity

Using Bluetooth, measurement data can be wirelessly transferred to the VITA Assist communication software on operatory computers. The VITA ShadeAssist module is the perfect interface between practice and laboratory. It guarantees accurate color communication, minimizing your costs for subsequent color determinations or color corrections.

Key Features and Benefits:

- Automatically measures VITA classical and 3D-MASTER shades
- Measures ADA bleaching protocol shades for tracking patient bleaching regimens
- Automatically recognizes proper probe placement for easy operation
- Verifies restoration shade accuracy before bonding to assure a proper match, potentially reducing remakes
- Measure up to 30 shades to arrive at an overall average; especially handy for base shades with tricky anterior teeth
After Shade Measurement, Prescribe VITA Materials for Superior Esthetic Results!
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